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Gene Expression and Data Analysis Pipeline Using
Cancer BioPortal in the Classroom†

Chassidy N. Barnes,a Blake P. Johnson,a Stefanie W. Leacock,b Ruben M. Ceballos,c Lori L. Hensley,d

and Nathan S. Reynaa
aDepartment of Biology, Ouachita Baptist University, Arkadelphia, Arkansas, USA 71929

bDepartment of Biological Sciences, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, Little Rock, Arkansas, USA 72204
cDepartment of Biological Sciences, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas, USA 72701

dDepartment of Biological Sciences, Jacksonville State University, Jacksonville, Alabama, USA 36265

At institutions with an emphasis on authentic research experiences as an integral part of the biology cur-
riculum, COVID created a huge challenge for course instructors whose learning objectives were designed
for such experiences. Moving such laboratory experiences online when remote learning became necessary
has resulted in a new model for CUREs that utilizes free online databases to provide not only a novel research
experience for students, but also the opportunity to engage in big data analysis. Cancer BioPortal (cBioPortal)
is an open-access collective cancer research resource for storing and exploring clinical, genomic, proteomic,
and transcriptomic data. cBioPortal eliminates the computational barrier of interpreting complex genomic
data by providing easily understandable visualization that can be interpreted and translated into relevant bio-
logical insights. Because no prior computational knowledge is required, cBioPortal is an ideal educational tool
for either in-person or distance learning environments. We developed a pedagogical approach, video tutorials,
and data analysis workflows centered on using cBioPortal. Pedagogically, students develop an initial research
outline that is continually updated and graded throughout the project. Progress during the project or course is
assessed by a series of student presentations that are 5 to 15 min in length and are aimed at explaining the
approach used in data acquisition, interpretation of the data, and relevance to the initial hypothesis. While
cancer-specific, this analysis platform appeals to a wide range of classes and student interests. Further, the pro-
ject has been successfully done both as an independent research experience and as part of a virtual class-based
research project.

INTRODUCTION

The development of publicly available research data-

bases is changing the way scientists approach bioinformatics

and data analysis. As a result of COVID-19, we used these

databases as a means for online instruction, allowing our

students to interact remotely and conduct virtual research

either independently or as part of class-based research proj-

ects. The cBioPortal for Cancer Genomics (https://www.

cbioportal.org), known simply as cBioPortal, is an open-

access collective cancer research resource for storing and

exploring clinical, genomic, proteomic, and transcriptomic

data across hundreds of cancer studies and includes thou-

sands of individual samples (1). A graphical user interface

(GUI) eliminates the barrier of having to work meticulously

through large and complex genomic data sets (2). Readily in-

terpretable visualizations provide robust data analysis lead-

ing to biological insights (1). Such insights permit the formula-

tion of novel hypotheses by research scientists and students

alike.

While cBioPortal is used extensively in cancer research

(3, 4), streamlined workflows for data collection and analysis

for junior researchers or those new to the database are cur-

rently unavailable. Our first observation when transitioning to

remote learning was that, despite the utility of cBioPortal, the

development of efficient workflows related to undergraduate-

level training was needed.

Because no prior computational (e.g., programming) knowl-

edge is required to use the database, we found cBioPortal to be

an ideal educational tool for remote learning or a virtual lab

research project. cBioPortal gives students access to data to an-

alyze and interpret. To facilitate competency in using cBioPortal,

we developed a pedagogical workflow, including short video

tutorials, that is amenable to remote learning. This workflow

guides students through the process of accessing data from mul-

tiple published cancer studies (e.g., PanCancer Studies) and
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analyzing the data in the context of questions related to gene

expression, gene mutations, and copy number.

PROCEDURE

Student groups of two or three are tasked with developing

a hypothesis and then using cBioPortal to extract, analyze, and

interpret data that either support or refute their hypothesis.

Pedagogically, students develop an initial research outline that is

continually updated and graded throughout the project (Fig. 1).

Progress during the project or course is assessed by a series of

student presentations (5 to 15 min in length) aimed at explain-

ing the approach used in data acquisition, data interpretation,

and relevance to the initial hypothesis. Often each presentation

includes a literature review conducted outside of cBioPortal.

Two options for data acquisition are available in cBioPortal:

“Query by Gene” and “Explore Selected Studies.” The analysis

pipeline we developed was adapted from previously published

protocols (4) in which these two options were merged into

one pathway, making data collection and analysis more efficient

(Fig. 1). As proof of concept, students conducted an analysis of

cancer-related genes to assess whether mutations and interac-

tions among these genes lead to breast cancer liver metastasis

(BCLM). Genes pertinent to breast cancer were first identified

using the Explore Selected Studies pathway. These genes were

verified through a review of the literature, and five candidate

genes were chosen for further analysis using the Query by

Gene pathway (Fig. 1).

Query by Gene

The Query by Gene function (Appendix 1) generates a se-

ries of tabs specific for a queried gene. The OncoPrint tab pro-

vides a graphical summary of the genetic alterations present in

each queried gene (Appendix 2). The mutations tab allows stu-

dents to view genetic alterations and determine whether the

genetic alterations of their genes are mutually exclusive or co-

occur (Appendices 4 and 5). The plots tab shows a box and

whisker plot of mRNA expression of the queried genes and

their respective copy number alterations (Appendix 5). Other

tabs show data on mutations and amino acid alterations and

genetic pathways.

One disadvantage of the Query by Gene pathway is that

students may not know candidate genes to query when they

begin their exploration. Additionally, a limited query may miss

information about relevant genes. These challenges are over-

come through the portal’s second pathway of analysis, Explore

Selected Studies.

Explore Selected Studies

The Explore Selected Studies option provides a sum-

mary containing charts and tables listing molecular data,

such as expression and copy number variations, of signifi-

cantly impacted genes (Appendix 5). This immense data set

also includes clinical data related to patient survival rate,

patient age, and stage of cancer at the time of diagnosis. Each

data set is hyperlinked, allowing for further analysis. While the

Explore Selected Studies query provides clinical and genomic

data, there is no clear connection as to how the data pre-

sented relate to the development and progression of different

cancer types. The use of this pathway alone is insufficient to

obtain a complete understanding of complex cancer develop-

ment and progression pathways.

Class data analysis pipeline combines the two
approaches

The students’ own hypotheses directed the analysis.

For example, a student identified genes that are differen-

tially expressed in noninvasive versus invasive breast cancer

and searched for these same genes in hepatocellular carci-

noma–related pathways to see their relevance to liver can-

cer. The student hypothesized that commonalities in gene

expression for both cancer types could provide insight on

the survival and proliferation of breast cancer cells in the

liver. The analysis was then narrowed to focus on cases

where breast cancer (primary diagnosis) metastasized to

the liver (secondary). The student identified a novel set of

target genes expressed in both breast and liver cancer.

These data were presented as part of a class research pre-

sentation (Fig. 2). More examples of student-generated con-

tent are included as Appendices 2 to 9.

FIG 1 Assessment and cBioPortal analysis pipeline. Vertical arrows
indicate the required analysis steps in cBioPortal. Horizontal arrows
indicate assessment requirements for each step.
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Student video tutorials

While written protocols and how-to videos are avail-

able for cBioPortal, they are long (40 to 60min) and difficult

for undergraduate students to follow (1, 4, 5). Despite this,

students in the first group to move online as a result of COVID

watched these videos prior to designing their research ques-

tions. Subsequently, we addressed the need for shorter, under-

graduate-level tutorials by generating three short student-

friendly video tutorials that allow students to integrate both

approaches more quickly: (1) Introduction to cBioPortal (https://
youtu.be/fsmjcu3VXf0) is an overview and explains how to navi-

gate each tab; (2) Searching the cBioPortal Database (https://

youtu.be/6Y5G49RDyKs) is a walkthrough tutorial on running a

query; and (3) Interpreting results on cBioPortal (https://youtu.be/
WNSfh61BLg8) explains how to interpret and refine results.

Videos are publicly available on the Cell Biology Education

Consortium’s (CBEC) YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.

com/c/CellBiologyEducationConsortium). Because of the unex-

pected timing of COVID, we did not initially use a rubric for

cBioPortal projects. Students are now required to watch these

videos prior to the design of their research questions. Though

no formal assessment of this assignment was undertaken, anec-

dotal evidence from student presentations demonstrated that

students who had not watched the video were less able to

communicate the significance of their projects than students

who had. Additionally, students who watched the videos

seemed more confident in their ability to navigate cBioPortal

than those who did not.

CONCLUSION

Cancer BioPortal is a publicly accessible data analysis

interface that does not require prior computational knowl-

edge. Our pedagogical and data analysis workflows and

short video tutorials make cBioPortal an ideal resource for

the undergraduate classroom. This approach can be used as

an independent student project or as part of a class-embedded

research project. Importantly, this pedagogy transitions easily to

an online learning experience while still providing an authentic

research experience and is flexible enough to accommodate

students moving from face-to-face instruction to online instruc-

tion and back again as COVID causes students to isolate or

quarantine. We have found that exploring cancer biology

appeals to many undergraduates because of its relevance to per-

sonal health and medical careers. Students encounter topics in

cancer biology at all levels of biology courses. Students in genet-

ics courses can research and compare specific genes or cancer

types. Cell or developmental biology students might search for

genes in pathways known to affect cell function or differentia-

tion. Biochemistry or molecular biology students could search

for mutations in known drug targets. Analyses such as these

push students toward higher-level thinking by challenging them

to connect concepts read in the literature and develop critical

thinking skills.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Appendix 1: Performing a query

Appendix 2: An OncoPrint for genetic alterations of

EMSY, PIK3CA, PTEN, TP53, and CDK12

Appendix 3: Cancer types summary for queried genes

Appendix 4: Plots for copy number alterations versus

mRNA expression of EMSY, PIK3CA, PTEN,
TP53, and CDK12

Appendix 5: Mutual exclusivity for queried genes

Appendix 6: Explore Select Study view

Appendix 7: CN segments for EMSY, PIK3CA, TP53,

PTEN, and CDK12

Appendix 8: Mutation charts of EMSY, PTEN, TP53,

CDK12, and PIK3CA

Appendix 9: Signaling pathways for the queried genes
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